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REPLY STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS

Mr. Saldamando is not seeking review of the Referee’s

recommendation that he violated Rule 4-1.4 by failing to adequately

communicate with his clients, primarily during and after the settlement

negotiations in the underlying sinkhole lawsuit. Nevertheless, his Answer

Brief has a lengthy statement of the case and facts that tries to suggest that

his communications were adequate.

He does not claim that the Bar’s statement of facts is inaccurate, but

his long statement of the facts is often incomplete. Admittedly, the parties

need to provide a cohesive version of the facts because, like the other related

cases involving this Referee, the long Report contain narratives, and

snippets of portions of the transcript, but not other equally important portions

of the transcript. It copies some exhibits, but not others. The Report in this

proceeding does not really provide traditional findings of fact to establish a

version of events relevant to a charged violation.

While the Bar suggests that this Court may need to check the record

cites that Mr. Saldamando claims to support many of the sentences in the

statement, there are five matters that warrant clarification.
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1. The Bar Complaint in File No. 2019-70.

Mr. Saldamando claims the Bar’s failure to prosecute this earlier

complaint is “noteworthy guidance,” and repeatedly relies on the Bar’s

decision in that case as some form of safe haven for his conduct in this case

(AB6, 42, 44-45). But Mr. Saldamando does not disclose, as the Bar pointed

out in its initial brief, that the complainant in that case admitted that “the judge

has authorized the insurance company to pay Mr. Saldamando $59,000.”

(ROR43). It was portrayed to the Bar as a true two-step settlement with a

fee approved by the judge. If Mr. Saldamando is now claiming that the

complainant was confused and no judge awarded the fee, then he probably

should have been charged with a violation in that case.

2. Communications with the Client.

Mr. Saldamando emphasizes his clients did not ask questions about

the written fee agreement when they signed it. (AB12). But this agreement

was sent to the clients in the Bahamas. No person from the Strems Law

Firm, much less a lawyer, was in Bermuda to explain that the 20%

“contingent fee” agreement transformed into an agreement entitling Mr.

Saldamando to a fee with a multiplier “if a settlement includes an amount for

Attorneys’ fee” within a global settlement. From the time records provided to
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the Bar, it does not appear that any lawyer talked to the clients before the

lawsuit was filed or even for a long period thereafter. (A51).

Mr. Saldamando also claims Ms. Herrera regarded the initial offer of

$1000 as a spit in the face. (AB13). That fact is not particularly relevant, but

it is noteworthy that the record cite is an email on which Mr. Saldamando

was cc’d on January 15, 2016. (R-Ex-13). He was not having

communications with the clients about that offer. In his statement of the

facts, he follows up with a representation that Ms. Herrera confirmed that he

was communicating with her. (AB13-14). But that testimony related to the

communications at the time of the settlement negotiations in 2019.

3. “Documenting” his authority to settle.

Mr. Saldamando’s statement of the facts twice discusses how he

“documented his authority to settle the case with $65,000.00 net to [his

clients.] (AB8, 15). But he is talking about the email he sent on the day after

he actually settled the case. The email purports to seek their agreement to

accept $65,000 to be split between the clients and the public adjustor, and it

does not disclose that his settlement the day before was actually for

$157,500. (IB9). He claims she “failed” to respond without disclosing all of

her efforts to try to communicate with him that are fully explained in the initial

brief. (IB10).
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4. The Contract with the Ligman Martin firm.

Mr. Saldamando claims that his clients had another fee agreement with

the firm handling the water damage claim. (IB11, 13) That is probably true.

That contract is not in the record, but there is no suggestion, much less

evidence, that it was a contingency fee contracted that transformed into an

arrangement to seek the bottom amount for the client while keeping the rest

of a global settlement for the law firm without disclosure to the client.

5. The Clients were satisfied with the $157,500 settlement, but not

the fee split.

Mr. Saldamando emphasizes that the clients told him this at their May

2019 meeting. (AB9). But then he says he memorialized their positions in

his email, “identifying all options available to the client.” (AB9). The email

is the May 29, 2019, email in which he claims Ms. Herrera gave him authority

for a global settlement of $157,500 with $65,000 “clean to your wife.” (A24).

But the only option Mr. Saldamando describes, if the client still

disagrees following receipt of the email, is for him to withdraw and the

insurance company to file a motion to enforce settlement. Obviously, that

was not the only option. He could have tried to back out of the settlement

with the insurance company because he had not confirmed his authority to

settlement for that amount. But more important, if the client agreed to the
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amount of the global settlement, he could simply have agreed to go forward

with the settlement, distribute the $65,000 that he agreed was due his clients,

and place the rest in his trust account for a resolution of the fee dispute using

any one of the several means available to resolve that dispute. Instead, he

allowed the lawsuit to drag on and forced his clients to hire another lawyer

to obtain the settlement that netted them approximately $100,000 in 2020.

(T117).
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REPLY ARGUMENT

I. A short explanation of the several methods to establish fees

ethically for a claim against a property insurer.

Mr. Saldamando does not appear to reply directly to this argument in

his answer brief. This section of the Bar’s initial brief was designed to

explain how such property claims are settled and why a global settlement

creates what Mr. Saldamando’s expert, Mr. Boyar, described as minefield

upon minefield. There really was minimal disagreement between Mr. Boyar

and the Bar on these settlement approaches, so it is not surprising that they

have not been addressed in the answer brief.

The disagreement between the Bar and Mr. Boyar was not a

disagreement about the applicable law.1 Mr. Boyar was not actually an

1 It is not uncommon in Bar proceedings for lawyers to provide expert

testimony that includes explanations of the law. This type of testimony would

be inadmissible under the formal rules of evidence in a typical trial. See Lee

County v. Barnett Banks, Inc., 711 So. 2d 34, 34 (Fla. 2d DCA1997)(“Expert

testimony is not admissible concerning a question of law. Statutory

construction is a legal determination to be made by the trial judge, with the

assistance of counsels' legal arguments, not by way of ‘expert opinion.’”).

Still, the ultimate interpretation of section 627.428 in this case is a matter for

this Court, not for an expert.
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expert on the Florida Rules of Professional Conduct; he was an expert on

fees awardable under section 627.428. When he was asked whether there

was “anything wrong” with Mr. Saldamando’s settlement procedures in this

case, he said:

A. No, just as the judge said, you say to the client, what do

you want? What’s your bottom line number? You get them that

amount of money. And then you try to figure out what your

attorneys’ fees are going to be, and then you settle for that

amount of money. And then you say, hey, Client, great news.

You told me to get you X. I got you X, and not only that, I got

my attorneys’ fees paid, so you owe nothing.

(T401-402).

The Bar submits that Mr. Boyar was not wrong about the law

concerning section 627.428, Florida Statutes, although the client was

supposed to “owe nothing” at all times. He was wrong about the ethical

obligation to seek to obtain more for the client than the bottom amount a

lawyer can convince his client to take. To achieve the clients’ objective a

lawyer needs to seek the best result he can achieve for his client, not the

result that nets him the greatest fee.
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II. Mr. Saldamando’s contract inherently creates conflicts with his

clients from the inception of the attorney-client relationship and

should be prohibited as unethical in the plainest of terms by this

Court.

Similar to Mr. Strems’ argument in The Florida Bar v. Strems, SC20-

842, Mr. Saldamando argues that the Bar was required to have the Referee

recommend that this Court should prohibit the use of similar contracts before

it could ask this Court to do so. The Referee was delegated the task of taking

evidence, making findings of fact, and recommending to this Court whether

it should find Mr. Saldamando guilty of any of the charged violations and

recommending an appropriate sanction in the event this Court agreed that

Mr. Saldamando was guilty. The content of the Contingency Fee Retainer

Agreement was relevant evidence at the final hearing for some of the

violations, especially the violations of Rule 4-1.7 and Rule 4-1.5, but it was

not the Referee’s job to address whether the provisions of the contract

should be disapproved. The violations may have occurred in large part

because the contract created an environment that allowed for the violations,

but what the Bar is asking this Court to do in this case is: (1) resolve the

disciplinary charges in this case against Mr. Saldamando, and then (2) take

the next step of announcing that such a contract is improper under the Rules
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of Professional Conduct so that this fact pattern will not repeat itself. This

second step is one for this Court alone; it was not the job of the Referee.

In his answer brief, Mr. Saldamando emphasizes the sentence in the

fee agreement that simply states the legal proposition that under section

627.428 the insurance company is responsible to pay the fee. (AB32). But

in the initial brief, the Bar explained that the primary problem was the

language: “or, if a settlement includes an amount for Attorneys’ fees,

Attorney shall be entitled to receive all of its expended and/or

negotiated fees.” Without regard to the confusion created by the grammar

of this sentence, this sentence is designed to allow the lawyers at the Strems

Law Firm, including Mr. Saldamando, to negotiate global settlements that do

not differentiate the client’s settlement from the attorney’s fee.

They negotiate with their own client to determine the bottom amount

the client will take. Then they negotiate with the insurance company to

increase the global settlement – keeping the amount in excess of the client’s

bottom line for themselves. They do not communicate with the client to

reveal the total global settlement and discuss with the client whether the

client is entitled to more than the bottom amount when they finally settle with

the insurance company for the larger global amount.
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Mr. Saldamando claims the contingency fee contract explains to the

client that the fee will be “determined in accordance with section 627.428.”

(AB34, 38). This is incorrect for several reasons. First, the method just

described is not in accordance with any Florida statute, much less section

627.428. Second, the contract says the insurance company is solely

responsible for the fee under this statute; it does not state that the lawyers

at the Strems Law Firm will unilaterally decide how much a judge might pay

them including a multiplier. The contract has no explanation of how the fee

will be determined when the settlement is a global settlement, and the

testimony of Mr. Keener in this case indicates that global settlements are the

usual approach to settlements. (T243).

The client confusion generated by the absence of any explanation of

this unusual fee method, which is not the 20% contingency fee that is

emphasized by the hand-written “20” in the contract, is exacerbated by the

fact that Mr. Saldamando did not discuss this contract with the client at the

inception of the attorney-client relationship. The firm is a high-volume

business that is structured so that clients sign contracts at home or by e-

signatures online without ever talking to a lawyer about the terms of the

contract.
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Although the conflict with the client created by this contract is most

extreme during settlement negotiations, the reason the Bar suggests that the

conflict begins at the inception of the relationship is because such a contract

would require a conversation with the client at its signing comparable to the

conversation suggested in the initial brief. (IB41). That conversation did not

occur here, and the firm is not structured to have that conversation with its

clients.

Mr. Saldamando argues that there is no case holding that such a fee

agreement is impermissible. (AB35). While the Bar submits that no case

should be necessary to explain the problems created by this contract, the

very reason the Bar is asking for a written opinion in this case and in the

related Strems case is to make it perfectly clear that this approach to global

settlements is improper.

Mr. Saldamando argues that the contract does not create a conflict with

the client because a case can be ethically settled under its terms; that there

is only a problem in the context of a global settlement. (AB35-36). But what

he is explaining is that no problem arises when the lawyer does any one of

the three two-step methods that achieve the best available result for the

client and then separately obtains a fee from the insurance company.
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While it is true that a law firm can ethically settle cases in this two-step

fashion, as the Referee explained in her questions to Mr. Boyar, the

testimony she had heard indicated that 95 to 98% of the settlements were

global settlements. (T395-96). Thus, the bulk of the cases were being

resolved under the portion of the fee contract quoted on page nine of this

brief in bold. And this was known by the Strems’ lawyers at the inception of

the attorney-client relationship when the contract is signed in their absence.

It is this language that needs to be disapproved because it gives the lawyer

an incentive to give his client a small amount in order to give himself a larger

amount.

The contract language to resolve this problem should not be difficult to

fashion. The contract can provide for resolution under any of the three two-

steps approaches so that the client’s claim is negotiated first and settled

before the fees are negotiated. It can provide that the case can be settled

for a global amount only when the fee will be determined by a pre-established

contingency fee percentage of the global amount. In that fashion, the lawyer

has an incentive to achieve the best outcome for his client under either

scenario because the amount of the client’s outcome will play a role in

determining the amount of the attorney’s fee under either approach.
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An opinion providing clear guidance on this issue will go a long way

toward solving the client discontent that leads to Bar complaints in this area

of the law.

III. Although the Referee correctly found a communications

violation, the evidence supports additional violations.

A. Rule 4-1.4, Communication

Although Mr. Saldamando tries to downplay this violation throughout

his brief, he does not challenge the Referee’s recommendation that he

violated this Rule.

B. Rule 4-1.2, Objectives

The clients’ primary objective in this case was to obtain as much money

as possible toward the repairs to their home. With the help of another

attorney they finally received close to $100,000 rather than the bottom

amount of $65,000 that Mr. Saldamando offered to give them without

disclosing the settlement for $157,500.

Mr. Saldamando suggests that the provision of Rule 4-1.2(a) allowing

a lawyer to “take action on behalf of the client that is impliedly authorized to

carry out the representation” controls in this case. He maintains it authorized

him to settle the case without discussing with the client whether they were

entitled to a larger amount of the settlement in light of the fact that the offer
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turned out to be $157,500 rather than $100,000. Mr. Saldamando omits the

very next sentence in Rule 4-1.2(a), which says he must “abide by a client’s

decision whether to settle a matter.” A client may impliedly authorize the

taking of a deposition or the filing of an amended complaint, but the actual

settlement cannot be an implied decision.

Mr. Saldamando does not explain why he could not achieve the clients’

objective when they were upset about the amount of the fees in May 2019.

He could have sought to withdraw the unauthorized settlement. Because

they were agreeable to the $157,500 settlement if more of that money was

allocated to them, he could have sought to pay them the undisputed amount

and place the rest in trust. But instead he immediately took the position that

he must withdraw and allow the insurance company to seek to compel

settlement.

He relies on the earlier Bar complaint without recognizing that the client

in that case claimed the judge approved the fee. And nothing in Mr. Kling’s

testimony demonstrates that Mr. Saldamando was striving to achieve his

client’s objectives rather than his own.

C. Rule 4-1.7, Conflict with current client

Mr. Saldamando did not avoid a conflict by withdrawing in this case

after the May meeting. The conflict occurred earlier when he negotiated his
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client down to her bottom amount and used the undisclosed settlement offer

to fund his fees. His fees in the previous Bar complaint, No. 2019-70 were

authorized by a judge; they were not fees determined by Mr. Saldamando’s

unilateral decision with even revealing the amount of those fees to the client

as the time of the global settlement.

D. Rule 4-1.5, Fees

The Bar has no difficulties with the provisions of section 627.428. It

has difficulties with attorneys using the confusing language of their

contingency fee contract to achieve a maximum fee by obtaining a minimum

settlement for their client. The concept of a contingency fee contract was

initially approved as a method to give the lawyer an incentive to get his or

her client the best possible result, not the least amount the clients would

accept. This contract, once in litigation, had no percentage contingency fee

and no other way to ethically calculate the fee.

Mr. Saldamando was an experienced lawyer who had to appreciate

the fact that it allowed him to self-deal with his client. While he did not

explain this contract to the client when it was signed remotely in the

Bahamas, he knew this confusing language was in the contract and he used

it to obtain a fee from the global settlement that was a prohibited contingency

fee from his client. The fees here are not excessive because they are more
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than a judge would award; the violation is based on obtaining fees under

contract terms that are prohibited because they are unethical.

E. Rule 4-8.4 (a) & (c) Misconduct.

Mr. Saldamando claims that the evidence of misrepresentations in the

two emails was refuted by Mr. Kling’s testimony about his telephone calls

with the client in “late May 2019,” which would be after the fee dispute arose.

The Bar has not found evidence of such a telephone call in late May. Mr.

Kling testified to a conference call “around the end of I want to say April, I

don’t remember the exact date.” (T338). He briefly described the

discussion where Ms. Herrera was negotiated down to $65,000 prior to the

negotiations with the insurance company to obtain the much large settlement

offer. (T339). This does not resolve the misrepresentations in the two emails

discussed in the initial brief.

IV. A public reprimand is not supported by the Standards.

A. The applicable Standards “absent aggravating or mitigating

circumstances”

Mr. Saldamando discounts Standards 4.3, 4.6, and 6.1 because the

Referee declined to find that the competent substantial evidence supported

the violations except for the failure to adequately communicate with his client.
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Those standards may not apply to his admitted failure to communicate with

his client if that violation is merely negligent. But they do apply to the other

violations that were supported by competent substantial evidence. The Bar

submits his clients had to hire another lawyer to obtain a fair settlement

because of the other violations, which are clear in the facts. The Referee

was more confused by the law associated with section 627.428 and the

ethical conflicts created here than she was about the facts. If these

additional Standards apply, then a far more significant sanction would be

warranted.2

Mr. Saldamando maintains that Standard 7.1(c) applies because any

deceptive conduct or improper fee was negligent conduct. The Bar submits

that the deception in the two emails was knowing or intentional. If the

deception was knowing or intentional, it demonstrates that he also knew he

was seeking an improper fee.

B. The applicable mitigating and aggravating circumstances.

Mr. Saldamando continues to argue that a lawyer cannot be selfish

about receiving a larger fee by minimizing the client’s recovery unless he is

2 Mr. Saldamando correctly reflects that the ROR discusses Standard 6.2.

(ROR58). That Standard was not discussed at the sanction hearing, and

the Bar is not clear why the Referee discusses it.
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an equity partner. There are ample reasons for senior associates to seek

fees in excess of a fair fee even if they do not own the business.

The fact that this case was a difficult case may well have allowed Mr.

Saldamando to receive a fee with a multiplier from the judge – paid by the

insurance company – after reaching a $100,000 settlement for his client.

That fact does not allow him to obtain the fee from their joint global settlement

by negotiating his client down to her bottom demand.

Finally, Mr. Saldamando claims that when the fee dispute arose his

email offered to have the court determine the reasonableness of his legal

fee. (AB57). The email speaks for itself. (A25). He offered to withdraw, let

the carrier file a motion to enforce settlement, and let his clients tell their side

of the story to the judge to see if the judge agreed with them “or with the

insurance company.” (A25).

C. The case law and the three purposes of sanctions support a

longer suspension or disbarment.

The answer brief only briefly mentions case law. (AB59). It does not

mention The Florida Bar v. Kane, 202 So. 3d 11 (Fla. 2016) or The Florida

Bar v. Garland, 651 So. 2d 1182 (Fla. 1995).

We all agree that the lawyer in 2005 who once charged a fee in excess

of his contingency fee contract because he got an exceptional result was
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properly given a public reprimand. See The Florida Bar v. Kavanaugh, 915

So. 2d 89 (Fla. 2005). The question is whether that is controlling precedent

in 2019 for the same penalty or whether it was a warning that lawyers should

not engage in such conduct in the future.

Here, Mr. Saldamando received a good global settlement for his client

but then took a $92,500 fee from the $157,500 settlement. He claims that

was “authorized” by section 627.428, but it clearly was not. And the contract

that he used to justify his conduct was more than ambiguous; it was designed

to allow a lawyer to negotiate against his own client when he participated

with the insurance company’s lawyer in “global settlement” negotiations.

The Bar continues to submit that this conduct warrants a long

rehabilitative suspension or even disbarment for conduct in 2019.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Chris W. Altenbernd_______________
Chris W. Altenbernd, Esq.
Florida Bar No: 197394
Email: service-caltenbernd@bankerlopez.com
BANKER LOPEZ GASSLER P.A.
501 E. Kennedy Blvd., Suite 1700
Tampa, FL 33602
(813) 221-1500; Fax No: (813) 222-3066
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